
Formo



The more felt,
the less plastic.



Finishes
Hush HG66135, HG67046 

Synergy LDS08, LDS17, LDS28

Perfect 
composition 

of 
design 

and 
acoustic 

properties

The power of simple solutions

Meeting rooms, canteens and rooms for quiet work are 
the kind of spaces where a warm and friendly 
atmosphere and good acoustics are particularly 
important. 

Such an environment supports creativity, 
concentration and recovery. To build one, you mustn’t 
forget about arranging your walls. You can do it with 
Formo curtains and wall panels, which can form both 
small geometric patterns and bigger arrangements 
with an impressive selection of colours. A visually 
interesting design, a sound-absorption surface crucial 
for room acoustics and easy installation – Formo 
offers a host of benefits.





Finishes 
Hush HG60159, HG60158, HG68103, HG68102

Wall panels friendly for 
acoustics and environment

The lightweight and durable construction of Formo wall panels is made of thermoformed felt which is partially 
obtained in the recycling of PET bottles. Easy installation and a wide range of colours with which Formo can be 
laminated, allows to create interesting compositions limited only by the surface of the wall.
Formo wall panels improve the acoustic environment without taking up the usable area of the room. 
Formo works discreetly, looks beautiful and perfectly complements any office space.

Formo panels come in three shapes. Formo I is an irregular pentagon – its unobvious shape opens the way to 
creating countless designs. Formo II is a classic square, with a 3D pattern embossed on its surface. Formo III wall 
panels are diamond-shaped, so they can be arranged into seemingly spatial cubes, giving the illusion of depth.



Finishes
FC01 Grey Felt



Finishes
Hush HG60155, HG68102, HG68103



Light curtain instead of wall

Interconnected panels that make up a Formo curtain, in a subtle and visually  attractive way divide office spaces 
in areas where traditional full partitions or walls are not recommended to ensure smooth communication 
between employees.
A Formo curtain gives a sense of greater privacy, improves acoustics, adds lightness to a room filled with desks, 
and adds colours to the work space. The curtain will also work great as an element reducing the reflection of 
sunbeams in monitors.

Create your own Formo curtain by choosing the number, colour and arrangement of individual panels.
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Product range 

 Wall panels

Curtain 

Formo I 
518 × 361 × 43 mm

Formo 
430 × 430 × 48 mm

Formo II 
450 × 450 × 60 mm

Formo III 
675 × 398 × 43 mm
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